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The Gender and Media Diversity Centre has a long tradition of hosting interns that GL intends to revive in 2014. Photo: Trevor Davies

Internship programme

Botswana

Lesotho

Madagascar

Mauritius

Mozambique

Namibia

Swaziland

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Total

Mboy Maswabi

Alice Ranthimo

Thato Cheka

ANDRIANJAVONY Zoarilinah Kathiuccia

Karen Tracy Rayepa

Von Mally Olivier

Arsénia Amélia Mucavel

Veronika Haimbili

Badzelisile Dlamini

Lungile Mabuza

Lovisa Arlid

Mike Mwenda

Gladys Muzirwa

March - October 2014

March - April 2014

March - April 2014

1 March - 31 May

March - April 2014

February 2014 - January 2015

March - August 2014

February - August 2014

17 March - 17 May 2014

March - July 2014

3 February - 10 June 2014

1April - 30 April 2014

2013 GL Interns

Country Name PeriodM F

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

summits. These tasks include monitoring and evaluation,
administration, media tracking and filing of summit entries.
In 2013, GL hosted 13 interns, ten young women and two
young men, in its country offices.

The GL internship programme provides an opportunity for
young people to gain or strengthen work and life skills.
Since 2012, the programme has been decentralised to
country offices. Most interns have been called in to assist
with various tasks related to the SADC Protocol@Work
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tunity to work as I was unemployed. The painful but
most rewarding task this year has been typing up and
uploading summit entries. This is because most applicants
submitted their entries as hard copies. Technology is
not easily accessible, or where it is available, some
individuals have a phobia.

Andrianjavony Zoarilinah Kathiuccia, Madagascar

During my internship at GL, I have
been involved in assisting in the
entrepreneurship programme,
organising the 2014 national
summit and completing the
monitoring and evaluation for
district and national summits. I now
know more about the SADC
Gender Protocol. The knowledge

I have gained in the past two months is rich. GL has a
noble objective and I am proud to be part of such a
great team that joins hands to complete tasks. I have
learnt to be more flexible and patient in  my work.

Karen Tracy Rayepa, Mauritius

“Be actors and not spectators!” This
is what the GL internship has taught
me. The internship taught me about
professionalism, communi-cation
and listening skills. Meeting
deadlines is also important. The
Gender-Based Violence Indicators
Study has taught me about the
extent of the scourge. Violence lives

among us and it is important to take action against it.
I have learnt to work under pressure.

Von Mally Olivier, Mauritius

I  joined the GL internship
programme because I wanted to
improve my communication skills,
work in a team and also under
pressure. The programme has taught
me how to be more proactive and
look at solutions instead of
problems. I now understand the
levels of gender based violence in

Mauritius. During the country summits, I assisted
participants to complete their entries for the national
summit and to design PowerPoint presentations.

Mboy Maswabi, Botswana

I joined GL Botswana in March
2014. I have been tasked to edit
and upload photos on the photo
gallery; undertake media tracking
and load the information on the
website; and assist summit
participants to prepare Power Point
presentations. My interpersonal
communication skil ls  have

improved and most of all, I know more about gender
equality. I attended the Botswana National Summit for
the first time in 2014, a moving event that brought
people from different backgrounds together.

Alice Ranthimo, Lesotho

I  have a degree in Public
Administration and Political
Science. The GL internship is an
eye opener and it has exposed me
to the work that organisations and
individuals are undertaking to make
the SADC Gender Protocol a lived
reality. The summit exposed me to
professionals and the unique work

that they are doing in their communities. I have learnt
to be patient when working with people. Being
responsible is another lesson I learnt because I was put
in charge of different activities. The summit is one of
the most exciting activities that GL undertakes and I
will never forget it. It is challenging and there is a lot
of work to be done, but I enjoyed every minute of the
event.

Thato Cheka, Lesotho

This is my second internship with
GL. There has been an improve-
ment in councils and in organi-
sations on the nature of the work
that is being undertaken on gender
equality. The SADC Gender
Protocol@Work Summit in Lesotho
is a testiment to this. I am convinced
that gender equality is very

important for development. My experience at GL has
taught me to work under pressure and to network. The
opportunity has been an amazing experience, it has
opened my mind and it kept me busy. I had the oppor-
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improved, I have learnt to work with diverse groups
and the importance of time management. One of the
challenging tasks I undertook involved interviewing
citizens that GL has worked with. Working at GL is
exciting.

Lungile Mabuza, Swaziland

This is my second internship with
GL. After my first internship which
ran from August to November 2013,
I combined the skills that I acquired
from studying theatre and media
studies and from my industrial
training with GL. I then formed a
group called Women Artists in
Creative Media as an initiative to

encourage the involvement of women in the creative
media industry. The main aim of the group is to
encourage women artists to participate effectively
from preproduction to post-production stage. At GL,
my communication skills have improved. I received
proper induction from the country manager and
programme officer. I managed to cover GL activities
such as the entrepreneurship training of GBV survivors
and 30% to 50/50 campaign. I produced documentaries
which I submitted to university and obtained fair credits.
I have qualified for graduation. For the second internship,
I administered monitoring and evaluation tools and
uploaded them on the GL website. Being involved with
GL has been a great experience. I enjoyed the awards
ceremony where one man cried when he heard his
name announced as the winner on one of the categories.
Monica Ntebe from GL head office also built my skills
to use Excel to calculate the judge's scores during the
summit.

Lovisa Arlid, Zambia

I hold a Bachelor's in Social
Science. During my studies, I started
a feminist project through Save the
Children aimed at challenging
gender and sexuality stereotypes
by having discussion groups for
students in eighth grade. I later got
employed by Save the Children and
worked at the organisation for a

year. In September I plan to start studying towards a
Master's in Gender Analysis in International
Development at East Anglia in UK. I joined GL because
the internship will enrich my skills to apply theory into

Arsénia Amélia Mucavel, Mozambique

I have assisted GL Mozambique
with administration in particular
finalising the tax process and
transferring of telephone lines.
Furthermore, I worked with the
consultant in four councils in phase
two of the entrepreneurship. During
the summit, I assisted organisations
to submit entries. I have learnt about

GL key principles and programmes, events logistics and
administering monitoring and evaluation tools. The
national summit is a mix of feelings and challenges, a
painful but amazing experience. There are also exciting
and sad moments with the survivors of GBV during the
entrepreneurship trainings. During the summit, we learnt
from our mistakes and continue until we got it right.

Veronika Haimbili, Namibia

I am a final year student studying
Bachelor of Journalism at the
Polytechnic of Namibia. I have
learnt a lot from being a GL intern.
Among these are determination,
punctuality, respect for time and
delivering on time. I have learnt
that success requires one to plan
and implement the plan. Through

the internship, I have learnt how to be diplomatic when
dealing with professionals and politicians. I have also
learnt about gender mainstreaming. The exciting moment
of being a GL intern has been interacting with people
from different walks of life: fellow journalists, ordinary
citizens, professionals and politicians. As a journalist
this experience has prepared and taught me how to
work under pressure.

Badzelisile Dlamini, Swaziland

I joined GL Swaziland in March
2014. I worked as part of the team
that organised the national summit.
GL is a technology oriented
organisation and my computer skills
have improved. I have learnt more
about GL and the different
programmes the organisation runs.
I am now more knowledgeable

about the 50/50 campaign and gender equality issues.
In a short space of time, my communication skills have
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the Zambia SADC Gender Protocol@Work Summit,
uploading captioned pictures, shooting video’s,
registration forms, and writing articles for the GL website.
GL-Zambia listened to most of the suggestions I made.
I am happy to say GL took note of the mistake I made,
and their guidance has played a significant role in my
professional career and helped me to be a better person.
I feel privileged and proud, linking myself with such a
unique and committed organisation in the SADC region.
I hope to work for GL in the future. GL CEO, Colleen
Lowe Morna, and the entire GL team are absolutely
amazing to be around. I thank GL-Zambia for the lessons.
I say keep the spirit up.

Gladys Muzirwa, Zimbabwe

For a year, I had not been employed
and the GL internship came at the
right time. I quickly had to learn
to work under pressure. I assisted
GL-Zimbabwe to plan and organise
the national summit as well as
rapporteuring during the national
summit. I learnt how to use the new
GL online systems for monitoring

and evaluation. I have gained case study writing skills
and to work efficiently using the online forms. I enjoy
the GL wellness programmes most.

practice. It will also give me some ideas for my thesis.
During the peak of my internship, GL-Zambia organised
two district summits and one national summit. I have
learnt how to mobilise people and together push the
gender agenda forward. I administered monitoring and
evaluation forms. Currently, I am analysing the data for
the summit evaluation report. I am looking forward to
participating in the historical regional summit in
Johannesburg which will discuss the post-2015
development agenda for the globe and the region. GL
is a family. I have not been treated as an intern and
have been involved in COE training, the entrepreneurship
programme, the summits and the alliance. One challenge
is that the country office is heavily dependent on the
head office. Field offices will flourish more if they are
given the mandate to make decisions and work more
independently.

Mike Mwenda, Zambia

Little did I know that being an intern
student at GL would influence my
career! I can proudly say I'm an
advocate for women's rights. Above
all, working with GL as an intern
has enabled me to be objective in
my profession - writing. I have also
played an integral part in covering

South African interns packing summit material. Photo: Tinashe Padare


